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Abstract. In order to make full use of traffic big data resources and meet the 

comprehensive management needs of traffic management departments for traffic 

congestion, accidents and violations, a traffic big data super correlation system 

based on Knowledge Graph is designed and implemented. The system is based 

on business data such as people, vehicles, roads, enterprises, accidents, and vio-

lations, and uses Neo4J, MPP, and ES as data storage and search engines. By 

building 19 relationship models of 6 types of entities, the access storage and re-

trieval analysis of big data are realized. After deployment and testing, the system 

meets business requirements in terms of functions; in terms of performance, the 

overall data volume reaches a scale of 100 million, and the search response time 

meets performance requirements. It can provide traffic management agencies 

with a variety of practical application services with accurate results and compre-

hensive analysis. 
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With the development of big data technology, intelligent transportation mode has grad-

ually become a new research direction [1]. In the application of intelligence research and 

judgment business, traffic management departments in various places already have in-

formation systems such as intelligent search and holographic archives [2-3], but tradi-

tional knowledge retrieval tools use full-text databases, relational databases, etc., the 

relationship query efficiency is low, the query method is not friendly, and it is difficult 

to meet the actual combat needs of traffic departments in traffic congestion manage-

ment, clue verification, duty control, special project operations, etc. There is an urgent 

need for a big data super correlation tool to effectively correlate personnel's related 

vehicles, violations and accidents. At present, in the application of Knowledge Graph 

technology, it has been established by establishing reasonable associations between 

criminal actors to identify potential suspects, and using spatial, temporal, and modus 

operandi-based similarity matching to establish hierarchical associations between crim-

inal entities [4-5]. 

http://orcid.org/1. In the application of intelligence research and judgment business, traffic management departments in various places already have information systems such as intelligent search and holographic archives 2-3, but traditional knowledge retrieval tools use full-text databases, relational databases, etc., the relationship query efficiency is low, the query method is not friendly, and it is difficult to meet the actual combat needs of traffic departments in traffic congestion management, clue verification, duty control, special project operations, etc. There is an urgent need for a big data super correlation tool to effectively correlate personnel's related vehicles, violations and accidents. At present, in the application of Knowledge Graph technology, it has been established by establishing reasonable associations between criminal actors to identify potential suspects, and using spatial, temporal, and modus operandi-based similarity matching to establish hierarchical associations between criminal entities 4-5
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The traffic big data super correlation system uses graph database storage to build 

Knowledge Graph [6], which solves the performance bottleneck problem of traditional 

relational databases when storing relational data. Traditional relational databases use 

entities and relationships as the metadata of Knowledge Graph. When performing 

knowledge retrieval, complex association relationship queries are required, resulting in 

low query efficiency. Graph databases are different from traditional relational databases 

in that they are highly scalable and can provide rich relationship presentation methods. 

They can intuitively display Knowledge Graph, which supports adding, deleting and 

modifying graph structures. Compared with traditional relational databases, the storage 

method of graph databases is more suitable for efficient query of multiple associations, 

and can also realize more complex graph matching queries and reasoning through clas-

sical graph algorithms. 

At the same time, the use of Knowledge Graph canvas technology can build vivid 

and intuitive relational views, simulate the way of thinking of the human brain for de-

duction and judgment [7], and dynamically deduce people, items, and events related to 

people in time and space dimensions based on a variety of algorithm models, which is 

convenient for managers to quickly mine case clues, find relevant targets, and imple-

ment control measures. 

2 System design 

2.1 System architecture design 

The technical architecture of the transportation big data super-correlation system adopts 

the front and rear separation design. The back-end of the super-correlation application 

uses SpringCloud microservice to register various Knowledge Graph services, and the 

front-end uses Vue.js to show the relational performance and analysis of Knowledge 

Graph. In the storage layer, the graph database is stored using Neo4J, the big data stor-

age uses MPP, the portrait data uses FTP, and the index data uses ES index database to 

realize the access storage and retrieval analysis of multi-source heterogeneous trans-

portation big data. 

2.2 System technology roadmap 

The system completes knowledge acquisition by building a Knowledge Graph through 

a large-scale multi-source data storage graph data warehouse, which can realize the 

efficient, high-quality and rapid construction of the ternary relationship group of entity, 

relationship and attribute information [8]. At the same time, the update method and fre-

quency of the knowledge base are different according to different types of entities and 

relationships, including the full and incremental update of data. 

The portrait features of the target person or group are constructed through graph 

reasoning and graph mining methods, and the validity of the portrait is tested and veri-

fied by the feature comparison in the actual scene [9]. In the traffic scene, the user at-

tribute information and travel information are used to construct the early warning 
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integral model of traffic violations, and the early warning of suspected violations is 

verified by the test data fact comparison [10]. 

Construct a Knowledge Graph for human-machine collaboration. In terms of front-

end development, it realizes smooth and smooth front-end controls such as dragging 

entities and relationships. At the same time, the graph deduction process ensures that 

entity points do not drift [11]. At the same time, the time dimension is added to the graph 

display, which can filter entities and relationships according to the time dimension [12]; 

intimacy analysis is added, and each type of relationship can be customized weight [13]; 

using the characteristics of the graph database, quickly find the shortest path and hidden 

relationships [14]. 

1.Knowledge Graph Construction 

Knowledge Graph construction includes three parts: information extraction, 

knowledge integration, and knowledge update: 1) Information extraction: Extract enti-

ties, attributes, and inter-entity relationships from various types of investigation and 

case-handling clue data sources, and form ontological knowledge expression on this 

basis; 2) Knowledge integration: Integrate entities and relationships from multiple 

sources. Since most of the data required by this application comes from the relations of 

production data warehouse, it is mainly reflected in knowledge merger. The integration 

of the data layer, including the reference, attributes, relationships, and categories of 

entities, avoids the conflict of instances and relationships, resulting in unnecessary re-

dundancy; 3) Knowledge update: Update the knowledge base by incremental coverage. 

2. Knowledge Graph Storage 

Knowledge Graph storage uses Neo4J [15]. Relational databases are only suitable for 

queries with relationships within two layers. When longer-range and wider-range rela-

tional queries are required, the function of a graph database is required. A graph data-

base refers to a database that stores and queries data in the form of a graph data struc-

ture. Neo4J belongs to a native graph database. The storage backend it uses is specially 

customized and optimized for the storage and management of graph-structured data. 

The physical addresses of nodes associated with each other on the graph also point to 

each other in the database, so it can better play the advantages of graph-structured data. 

In Knowledge Graph, the organization of knowledge adopts a graph structure, so it is 

very suitable for storage with Neo4J. The advantages of graph databases are: 1) perfor-

mance, fast query speed for long-range relationships; 2) good at discovering hidden 

relationships, such as by judging whether there is a path between two points on the 

graph, you can find the relationship between things. 

The Knowledge Graph stored procedure is implemented by ETL tools such as Kettle 
[16]: 1) Use ETL tools to store the constructed Knowledge Graph data into text files and 

push them to the graph database server; 2) Write file parsing scripts to parse the files 

and store them in the graph database; 3) Compile API interfaces. 

3. Knowledge Graph Display 

The front-end display uses Vue.js [17-18] to display the graph. Based on the data lake 

visualization library, it supports a large number of user interaction scenarios with fre-

quent applications, such as highlighting edges/nodes, expanding/retracting entities, 

changing the shape of nodes, adding nodes, deleting nodes/relationships, etc. 1) Initial-

ize the Vue.js component; 2) Read the entity data and first-level relationship data 
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through the interface; 3) Separate the node and relationship data according to the re-

turned data; 4) Draw the node data and relationship data on the graph. This step mainly 

includes three types of operations: DOM operation, data binding and data processing. 

3 System Implementation 

The traffic big data super correlation system provides relationship calculation and au-

tomatic association between different object entities, organizes scattered data, estab-

lishes associations between data, reveals the inherent meaning of information, and dis-

covers clues and actionable intelligence from a large amount of information. As shown 

in Figure 1, the system is composed of modules such as entity expansion, conditional 

expansion, event expansion, entity operation, relational operation, and graph operation 

 

Fig. 1. Logical processing structure of traffic big data super correlation system 

3.1 Entity Extension sub-module 

Entity extension subsystem is an important part of super correlation, which is a prereq-

uisite for the realization of functions such as statistical analysis, time axis filtering, and 

entity and relationship details. Entity extension mainly queries the relationship infor-

mation between entities in the graph database, and performs statistical analysis, time 

axis filtering, and detail query on the query information. It involves 6 entities and 19 

relationships, including level 1 relationship and level 2 relationship. 

6 kinds of entities: People, vehicles, roads, enterprises, accidents, violations. 19 

kinds of relationships: The first-level relationship includes people and cars, people and 

violations, cars and violations, cars and accidents, people and enterprises _ service, 
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people and enterprises _, people and places, cars and places; the second-level relation-

ship includes the same travel, the same company, the same car violations, first entry, 

frequent passing, accompanying travel, serial and parallel travel, frequent congestion, 

frequent accidents, abnormal congestion points, frequent night travel. 

The main functions of the entity extension module include 1) entity expansion: entity 

expansion includes the query function of the 1-level relationship and the 2-level rela-

tionship of the entity. The platform adopts the form of front-end and back-end separa-

tion. The back-end program not only provides service interfaces for the front-end, but 

also supports interface calls of external systems; 2) Statistical analysis: Statistical anal-

ysis includes entity type statistical analysis and relationship type statistical analysis, 

which is used to count all entity types and relationship types in the current page; 3) 

Timeline filtering: Timeline filtering refers to the relationship graph in the current page. 

According to the entity time and relationship time, the entity and relationship infor-

mation that meet the time range are highlighted with the movement of the time axis; 4) 

Details retrieval: Details retrieval includes entity details query and relationship details 

query. Relationship details query the information and relationship type statistics of the 

specified relationship type between two entities, and display the relationship details in 

chronological order; Entity details query entity information and entity-related relation-

ship statistics. These two kinds of detail interfaces are in the form of front-end and 

back-end separation. The back-end program not only provides service interfaces for the 

front-end, but also supports interface calls from external systems. 

3.2 Conditional Extension sub-module 

The conditional extension subsystem is a supplement to the functions of the entity ex-

tension subsystem. The conditional extension queries the small-scale relationship graph 

of the entity according to a variety of conditions such as relationship type, relationship 

number and relationship time range. The main functions of the conditional extension 

include 1) Conditional extension: Includes the query function of the 1-level relationship 

and the 2-level relationship of the entity. The main query is the entity relationship graph 

that satisfies the conditions. The platform adopts the form of front-end and back-end 

separation. The back-end program not only provides the service interface for the front-

end, but also supports the interface call of the external system. 2) Relationship details: 

The relationship details query the information of the specified relationship type be-

tween the two entities. The interface adopts the form of front-end and back-end sepa-

ration. The back-end program not only provides the service interface for the front-end, 

but also supports the interface call of the external system; 3) Relationship addition: 

Selecting one or more relationships from the relationship list of the conditional exten-

sion to add to the relationship graph of the entity; 4) Timeline filtering: Highlighting 

the entity and relationship information that meets the time range according to the move-

ment of the entity time and relationship time on the current page. 
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3.3 Event Extension sub-module 

The event expansion subsystem is a query for entity event information, involving event 

information related to people, vehicles, roads, enterprises, accidents, and violations. 

The event expansion subsystem includes event expansion, event type statistics and 

other modules. The main functions of event expansion include 1) event expansion: The 

main function module of event expansion is to query the Gbase database to obtain the 

entity event information list according to the entity label, entity attribute and entity 

attribute value; 2) event type statistics: The event type statistics perform statistical anal-

ysis on the event type of the subject. 

3.4 Entity Operation sub-module 

Add people, cars, roads, enterprises, accidents, and violations to the graph, and do 

uniqueness verification on them, and delete entities in the graph. Users enter a series of 

attributes of a certain entity, do uniqueness verification on its unique field, and then add 

the entity to the map of the canvas, and the specified entity can also be deleted in the 

map. 

3.5 Relational Operations sub-module 

Add 8 level 1 relationships such as people and cars, people and violations, cars and 

violations, cars and accidents, people and enterprises _ service, people and enterprises 

_ ownership, people and places, cars and places to the map; 11 level 2 relationships 

such as same travel, same enterprise, same car violations, first entry, frequent passing, 

accompanying travel, serial and parallel travel, frequent congestion, frequent accidents, 

abnormal congestion points, and frequent night travel. The user selects two entities in 

the canvas, selects the relationship to be added, enters the attribute information of the 

relationship, and then adds the relationship to the map of the canvas. 

3.6 Graph Operation sub-module 

Users can save maps to local or personal libraries, view the relevant information of 

personal libraries and shared library maps, import maps into the canvas, share their own 

maps with others, and collect shared maps. If the user wants to save the current map, 

click the Save Map button, you can choose to save to personal space or save to local, if 

you choose to save to personal space, enter the relevant information of the map, click 

the Save button, and enter the personal research and collaborative sharing page. Users 

can query the maps of personal research and collaborative sharing according to condi-

tions. Users can share the maps of personal libraries with other users, or collect the 

maps of collaborative sharing. Users can import maps from personal libraries and 

shared libraries into the current canvas respectively. 
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4 System test 

The system can be applied to multiple industries, and a specific type of big data scenario 

is selected for system testing. According to "GB/T 25000.51-2016 System and Software 

Engineering", System and Software Quality Requirements and Evaluation (SQuaRE) 

Part 51: Quality requirements and test rules for ready-to-use software products (RUSP), 

a test system is built, and the industry simulation data is used to verify, and 23 kinds of 

relationships between people, mobile phones, vehicles, enterprises, addresses, and 

cases are tested. A total of 9 functional use cases and 1 performance use case are set. 

4.1 Testing environment preparation 

Each module of the system adopts the cluster deployment mode, the front and back end 

perform message communication based on TCP-IP protocol, the data transmission of 

the back end is based on Kafka message queue, the original service data is indexed into 

ES for fuzzy search, the Knowledge Graph analysis results are stored in MySQL, and 

the traffic management service data is pre-processed and cached into Redis in prepara-

tion for the relationship mining algorithm to quickly read and call. The system deploy-

ment operation is shown in Figure 2; the system deployment configuration is shown in 

Table 1. 

Table 1. System deployment configuration 

Serial number Purpose Device configuration Deployment software 

1 

Application Ser-

vices Virtual Ma-

chine * 3 

Virtual Machine: CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2658A v3 @ 

2.20GHz, 8-core  

memory: 8GB 

system disk: SAS 40GB 

data disk: SAS 800GB 

Operating System: CentOS 7.0 

Application Container Engine: Docker 1.11.2 

middleware: Nginx 1.11.8 

database: PostgreSQL 12.9, MysqlServer 8.0.19, 

ElasticSearch6.5.1, Neo4j 9.6.2 

2 

Cache Middle-

ware Virtual Ma-

chine*2 

Virtual Machine: CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2658A v3 @ 

2.20GHz, 8-core  

memory: 16GB 

system disk: SAS 40GB 

data disk: SAS 140GB 

Operating System: CentOS 7.0 

cache component: Redis 3.0.7.9 

database: PostgreSQL 12.9, MysqlServer 8.0.19, 

ElasticSearch6.5.1, Neo4j 9.6.2 

3 

Data Storage Mid-

dleware Virtual 

Machine*3 

Virtual Machine: CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2658A v3 @ 

2.20GHz, 8-core  

memory: 8GB 

system disk: SAS 40GB 

data disk: SAS 2.3TB 

Operating System: CentOS 7.0 

message component: Kafka 2.11-1.1.0, Zookeeper 

3.4.10 

database: PostgreSQL 12.9, MysqlServer 8.0.19, 

ElasticSearch6.5.1, Neo4j 9.6.2 

4 

Microservices Ap-

plication Virtual 

Machine 

*3 

Virtual Machine: CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2658A v3 @ 

2.20GHz, 8-core  

memory: 8GB 

system disk: SAS 40GB 

data disk: SAS 140GB 

Operating System: CentOS 7.0 

Application Container Engine: Docker 1.11.2 

Microservices Engine: Spring CloudFinch-

ley.SR1/Spring boot 2.0.4 

Power builder: IntelliJ IDEA 
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5 

API Gateway Vir-

tual Machine*6 

Virtual Machine: CPU Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2658A v3 @ 

2.20GHz, 8-core  

memory:16GB 

system disk：SAS 40GB 

data disk：SAS 140GB 

Operating System: CentOS 7.0 

message component: Kafaka 0.10.1 

database: PostgreSQL 12.9, MysqlServer 8.0.27, 

Spring Cloudgateway gateway service 

6 Test end point 

Virtual Machine: CPU Intel Core i7-7700K @4.20GHz 

4.20GHz, 8-core 

memory: 8GB 

Hard disk: 600GB 

Operating System: Windows 7 Professional Edition 

64-bit 

Browser: Google Chrome 

75.0.3770.100 

 

Fig. 2. traffic big data super correlation system test topology diagram 

4.2 System function test 

System function testing is mainly to perform UI automation testing on super-related 

web applications and save the return results of each server to generate txt files for busi-

ness verification to detect whether the functions of the system are realized and the run-

ning effect. Table 2 is a list of 9 functional use cases of web applications. 

Table 2. System Functional Use Cases 

Serial num-

ber 
Use case name Use case description Test result 

1 Direct relationship 

The inspection system enters the person's ID number and displays the function 

of the person's direct relationship graph of 6 types of entities (including people, 

mobile phones, vehicles, enterprises, addresses, and cases) 

Passed 

2 Dynamic deduction 

Examine the dynamic deduction of the relationship between six types of enti-

ties in the entity direct relationship graph of the system, including 7 direct rela-

tionships (first-level relationships); functions with 16 second-level relationships 

Passed 
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3 Event extension 
Examine the system to expand the event of the entity, select the query start and 

end time, and display the function of the entity event list within the time range 
Passed 

4 Intimacy analysis 

Examine the system to select personnel entities for intimacy analysis, and cal-

culate the function of intimacy according to the number of occurrences of 

model relationships 

Passed 

5 
Hidden relation re-

trieval 

Examine the system's ability to select two entities and analyze hidden associa-

tions between them 
Passed 

6 
Entity and relation-

ship editing 

Examine the functions of the system to add entities, add relationships, and re-

verse select, delete, and delete entities 
Passed 

7 
Relational graph im-

port and export 

Examine the function of system to import/export entity relation graph in JSON 

format 
Passed 

8 
Statistical analysis of 

relationship graph 

Examine the function of the system for statistical analysis of relational graph 

according to entity type and time 
Passed 

9 

Individual research 

and collaborative op-

erations 

Examine the system's ability to save or share relationship graphs with other ac-

counts 
Passed 

4.3 System performance testing 

The system performs performance testing in a big data environment. The system per-

formance test is to monitor the response time of the system searching for entity infor-

mation while conducting UI automation testing. Table 3 shows the average response 

time of the performance test. 

The test results show that when the business data of this system reaches 100 million, 

the response time of the entity query function reaches 2.313 seconds, and the test data 

has exceeded 100 million, which can meet the business requirements. 

Table 3. System performance use cases 

Serial 

number 

Use case 

name 
Test requirements Test Result 

1 
search re-

sponse time 

Under the condition of 

billion-level data scale, 

perform super re-

trieval, and the re-

trieval response time 

does not exceed 5 sec-

onds 

A total of 100,565,183 simulated data from the 

permanent population information database. 

The fuzzy search of names on the hyper search 

page: view the browser's return page response 

time, with an average of 2.313 seconds 

5 Conclusion 

The traffic big data super correlation system is based on the application of Knowledge 

Graph technology to display, deduce and analyze the relationship between entities in 

an intuitive and dynamic way. Knowledge Graph deeply mines the association 
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relationship from big data, which can analyze hundreds of millions of massive relation-

ship data in quasi-real time and convert it into relationship graph data. It supports traffic 

management users to carry out intelligence research and judgment analysis. It provides 

strong support for the association clue mining of personnel, vehicles and other targets. 

It assists in the relationship intimacy analysis, finding hidden relationships and other 

event deduction, just like the case of vehicles, serial and parallel case vehicle infor-

mation query. This system has the advantages of high timeliness, strong practicability, 

accurate recommendation results, and comprehensive analysis. The summary is sum-

marized into the following three aspects: 

1. Analysis means: Different from the existing big data system mainly based on rule 

query means, the system has established a large number of business-related intimacy 

analysis, relational analysis model library, algorithm library to analyze and mine data 

value, mining hidden case clues. 

2.Timeliness: Compared with the existing big data system is mostly after-the-fact 

query analysis, the system can perform real-time analysis, so as to achieve advance 

warning and timely control. 

3. Practicality: Compared with simple data retrieval, the system combines traffic 

people, vehicles, roads, enterprises, accidents, violations of the subject data for rela-

tionship analysis, more comprehensive analysis. 

The system can be applied to traffic congestion management and illegal control, 

making full use of the huge traffic data, providing more comprehensive, accurate and 

intelligent application services for traffic management congestion management, abnor-

mal investigation, vehicle control and other work. 
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